
EZ Does It Trivia
(Questions Only)

1. What line breaks Earth into the northern and southern hemispheres:
the prime meridian or the equator?

Answer:

2. What is added to bread dough to make the bread rise: soda or yeast?

Answer:

3. What color are the lights that flash at railroad crossings: blue or red?

Answer:

4. Which bug has eight legs: centipedes or spiders?

Answer:

5. What color is a football: yellow or brown?

Answer:

6. Who is responsible for protecting the president from harm: the vice
president or the Secret Service?

Answer:

7. Which type of tree is typically used as a Christmas tree: an oak or
a pine?

Answer:

8. What famous square in New York City hosts a New Year’s Eve
celebration: Trafalgar Square or Times Square?

Answer:



9. Which are you more likely to build during a cold winter day: a
sandcastle or a snowman?

Answer:

10. The game of pool traditionally has two types of balls—those with
solid colors and those that have: polka dots or a colored stripe?

Answer:

11. What is attached to a truck to remove snow from the streets: a
trailer or a plow?

Answer:

12. When a person gets their fingernails painted, it is called: a pedicure
or a manicure?

Answer:

13. What type of ship transports goods across the ocean: a yacht or a
cargo ship?

Answer:

14. How many stars are on the U.S. flag: 32 or 50?

Answer:

15. What is the name of a house or shelter made from ice bricks: a
shack or an igloo?

Answer:

16. Which of the following is a winter activity sometimes conducted on
a frozen pond: soccer or ice skating?

Answer:



EZ Does It Trivia
(Questions with Answers)

1. What line breaks Earth into the northern and southern hemispheres:
the prime meridian or the equator?

Answer: The equator. The equator measures approximately 25,000
miles in length.

2. What is added to bread dough to make the bread rise: soda or yeast?

Answer: Yeast. Prior to the creation of erasers, rolled-up pieces of
bread were sometimes used to erase graphite when writing.

3. What color are the lights that flash at railroad crossings: blue or red?

Answer: Red. The original railroad crossing gate patented in the
1860s was hand-controlled.

4. Which bug has eight legs: centipedes or spiders?

Answer: Spiders. The largest spider is a Goliath birdeater––a
tarantula with a leg span of almost a foot.

5. What color is a football: yellow or brown?

Answer: Brown. The very first college football game was played
between Rutgers and Princeton. Fun fact: A college football can
range from 20.75 inches to 21.25 inches end to end, while those
used by the NFL are 21 to 21.25 inches.

6. Who is responsible for protecting the president from harm: the vice
president or the Secret Service?

Answer: The Secret Service. The Secret Service is the oldest federal
investigative agency in the United States and has over 3,000 agents.



7. Which type of tree is typically used as a Christmas tree: an oak or
a pine?

Answer: Pine. The tallest Christmas tree on record measured 212 feet
tall in 1950. It was in Washington state.

8. What famous square in New York City hosts a New Year’s Eve
celebration: Trafalgar Square or Times Square?

Answer: Times Square. The very first New Year’s ball included one
hundred 25-watt lightbulbs and weighed over 700 pounds. Today’s
versions include Waterford crystals and more than 32,000 LED lights.

9. Which are you more likely to build during a cold winter day: a
sandcastle or a snowman?

Answer: A snowman. The tallest snowman was built in a town in
Maine in 2008; it was made with more than 13 million pounds of
snow and stood 122 feet tall.

10. The game of pool traditionally has two types of balls—those with
solid colors and those that have: polka dots or a colored stripe?

Answer: A colored stripe. The first coin-operated billiard table was
patented in 1903, and it cost one cent to play.

11. What is attached to a truck to remove snow from the streets: a
trailer or a plow?

Answer: A plow. Fun Fact: In the 1880s, approximately 55 inches
of snow fell in a single record-breaking snowstorm.



12. When a person gets their fingernails painted, it is called: a pedicure 
or a manicure?
Answer: Manicure. The woman with the world’s longest fingernails 
has been growing them for 25 years. As of March of 2022, when the 
measurements of all 10 nails were added together, they reached 42 
feet, 10.4 inches in length.

13. What type of ship transports goods across the ocean: a yacht or a 
cargo ship?
Answer: Cargo ship. Did you know that 95 percent of all cargo 
continues to be transported by cargo ship?

14. How many stars are on the U.S. flag: 32 or 50?

Answer: 50. The 50 stars are representative of the 50 states.

15. What is the name of a house or shelter made from ice bricks: a 
shack or an igloo?
Answer: Igloo. In Finland, you can stay in an igloo hotel to see the 
northern lights.

16. Which of the following is a winter activity sometimes conducted on 
a frozen pond: soccer or ice skating?
Answer: Ice skating. Ice skating dates back to the 1700s in 
England. It eventually became so popular that skating clubs were 
formed, and Marie Antoinette is said to have been a member of one. 


